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Abstract 
The (first part of the) Kahn principle states that networks with deterministic nodes are deter- 
ministic on the I/O level: for each network, different executions provided with the same input 
streams deliver the same output streams. The Kahn principle has thus far not been proved for 
dynamic, nondeterministic networks. 
We consider a simple language L containing the fork-statement. For this language we introduce 
a nondeterministic transition system which defines all interleavings consisting of basic steps, for 
all possible executions of a program. We prove that, although on the execution level there is 
much nondeterminism, this nondeterminism disappears because all executions deliver the same 
output stream (or a prefix of it), given the same input stream. This proves the Kahn principle 
for linear, nondeterministic dynamic networks. 
Keywords: Operational semantics; Transition system; Fork-statement; Kahn’s principle; 
Dynamic networks 
1. Introduction 
A dataflow network consists of a number of parallel processes which are intercon- 
nected by directed channels. Processes communiciite with each other only through these 
channels, they do not share variables. The channels act as possibly infinite FIFO queues. 
The Kahn principle concerns networks with deterministic nodes (Kahn networks), i.e. 
each process selects the channel it uses next in a deterministic way. Which process 
gets the chance to execute a step at a certain moment is described by a transition 
system. Such a system can be deterministic or nondeterministic. ln a nondetermin- 
istic system, the process that will execute next is not pre-determined. Thus different 
executions (computations) are possible. 
In his seminal paper [14], Kahn characterizes such processes abstractly as functions, 
transforming input histories into output histories, where a history models a stream of 
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values which appears on a channel during a computation. He states a property which has 
since then become known as the Kahn principle: a network consisting of deterministic 
nodes computes a function from input histories to output histories. This function can 
be obtained as the smallest solution of a set of equations derived from the network. 
Thus, the Kahn principle contains two parts. Part 1 states that the nondeterminism 
caused by the asynchronicity of the computing processes does not lead to global non- 
determinism in the history level I/O-behaviour of the network. This means that given 
an initial state of the variables in the processes and a set of input streams, one for 
each input channel of the network, the set of output streams which will be delivered 
on the output channels, is uniquely determined, independent of the computations. This 
I/O function can be used to define the operational semantics for the program which 
has induced these processes. Part 2 can be reformulated as follows. A meaning (de- 
notational semantics) can be given to every program in the language by defining it as 
the smallest solution of a set of equations. The function defined in part 1 is in fact 
this solution. In other words, the operational and denotational semantics are the same. 
Kahn’s paper has been quite influential, and has been the basis of much subsequent 
research, e.g. evaluation strategies or implementations of dataflow networks have been 
defined, e.g. [ 15,2, 1 I]. 
Two extensions have been proposed to the framework sketched above. First of all 
the restriction can be omitted that the processes must be deterministic. In that case the 
Kahn principle is no longer true [5]. Much effort has been devoted to a study of this 
phenomenon and several remedies have been proposed [5,6,12,16,17,20], etc., for an 
overview; cf. [13]. 
Another extension was already present in Kahn’s original paper [14], namely, to 
allow recursive definitions of history functions. This leads to a more intricate set of 
equations defining the system, in which not only variables occur denoting histories, but 
also variables denoting functions from histories to histories. In a subsequent paper [ 151, 
an idea is suggested to implement this, viz., reconfiguration or expansion: a node may 
be replaced by a subnetwork, connected to the rest of the network using the original 
channels. In [4] a simple programming language is presented using which expansions 
like these can be formulated, and a full denotational semantics for this language is 
given. 
The Kahn principle has been proved for certain types of networks [lo, 1,181, i.e., for 
static networks, but not for dynamic ones where it is possible that a single process may 
expand into a new network of processes during execution. The Kahn principle in this 
situation shares perhaps the fate of many conjectures in mathematics: it is intuitively 
correct and no counterexample has been found so far, yet no one has been able to 
prove it. 
In this paper, we investigate the Kahn principle for a simple imperative language 
L in which it is possible to dynamically create linear arrays of processes, not unlike 
a Unix pipeline which can be built up using the Unix primitives ‘pipe’ and ‘fork’. 
Because every process has only one input channel and one output channel, there is 
only one input history and one output history for a process. 
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In [7] this language L has been introduced and a denotational semantics has been 
defined for it, along the lines of [14]. In [3], an operational semantics has been given 
for this language. However, this operational semantics is limited, because it captures 
only one possible execution, and therefore it is deterministic. It is based on the demand- 
driven (call by need) approach and it formalizes the so-called coroutine-model proposed 
in [15]. In the same paper, a proof is given for the equivalence of this operational 
semantics with a denotational one. 
In this paper, we prove the first part of the Kahn principle for the linear dynamic 
networks induced by programs from L. We introduce a transition system NT defining 
a fully nondeterministic interleaving semantics. We then represent each computation 
defined by the transition system by a graph of one computation. To prove the Kahn 
principle, we show that all these graphs can be combined into one graph of all com- 
putations. Some care has to be exercised however. By modeling parallel executions 
through interleaving we are too liberal because such an interleaving need not be fair. 
We can only say that the Kahn principle holds for fair interleavings as can be seen 
from the following example. Consider a network consisting of two processes A and B, 
and suppose only B writes to the output, viz. the infinite stream 1,2,3,. . . . If an inter- 
leaving is unfair by allowing B only a finite number of steps then the output stream can 
only be finite, while a fair interleaving will enable B to write infinitely many values. 
Therefore the output will not be the same for those interleavings. 
We will be able to derive the Kahn principle for fair interleavings, i.e. for such 
interleavings the global output stream will always be equal to a unique maximal output 
stream. For unfair interleavings we can only derive the weaker result that a prefix of 
the maximal output stream is delivered. 
An extended abstract of this paper has been published in the proceedings of MFCS- 
96 [9]. 
1.1. An example of a linear dynamic network 
We first introduce the language L informally. For a given input stream and an initial 
state, the execution of a program in L produces an output stream. Initially the program 
is executed by one process, using precisely one input and one output channel. Execution 
of the statement read(x) will fetch the next value from the input channel and assign 
it to the variable x. Execution of the statement write(e) will evaluate the expression e 
and write the resulting value to the output channel. 
A process can split up into two new, nearly identical subprocesses, a mother process 
and a daughter process. This effect is achieved by a statement of the form fork(w). The 
original input channel becomes the mother’s input channel and likewise the original 
output channel becomes the daughter’s output channel. Between mother and daughter 
a new channel is created, which is the mother’s output and the daughter’s input chan- 
nel. This channel will originally be empty. Both processes proceed by executing the 
statement following fork(w). We distinguish between mother and daughter by giving 
the variable w in the mother process the value 0, in the daughter the value 1. 










t ‘1’ t 
Fig. 1. One possible execution. 
Here we give an example (see Fig. 1) which shows that more than one execution 
of the same program is possible and that an unbounded number of linearly connected 
processes may be created during one execution. This example describes the Sieve of 
Eratosthenes, which selects the sequence of prime numbers from its input sequence 
2.3.4.5.... 
while true do read(v); write(u); fork(w); 
if w = O{mother} then while true do read(x); 
if (x mod U) # 0 then write(x) 
else skip fi 
od 
else skip{ daughter} 
fi 
od 
At the beginning, the process expander (denoted by ep in Fig. 1 and described by 
the above program) reads 2 from the global input channel and writes it to the global 
output channel. It will then split into two processes by the ‘fork’. The mother process 
2f will be engaged in the second while-loop forever. It filters the multiples of 2. Its 
task is to read the inputs from its input channel and to write the numbers which are 
not multiples of 2 to its output channel. For example, 3 is the hrst number read by 
2f and it is passed to the daughter. The daughter is the new expander and it will split 
itself after the 3 is written. Thus, a new expander and new filter 3f are created in a 
similar way. The new mother 3 f will filter out the multiples of 3. In every stage there 
are many filters and one expander which can split itself into two new subprocesses. In 
fact, when a number n comes in from the rightmost channel, it has to pass through all 
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filters mf where m < n and m is prime. It can reach the expander and be written only 
if it is prime. A new filter n f will then be formed by the fork-statement. In Fig. 1, 
we show some stages of a particular execution of this program. Notice that after stage 
(3) either ep can read 3 or 2f can read 4. In this execution, stage (4) results from the 
second alternative. Afterwards ep reads 3 and writes 3 as shown in stage (5). Stage 
(6) and stage (7) also show some particular choices in the order of execution. 
This example shows that a process can expand into an unlimited number of sub- 
processes. Since there is more than one subprocess at a certain stage, there are also 
different choices for the next stage. The first part of Kahn’s principle states that dif- 
ferent choices will not affect the (maximal) output stream. In our example, this means 
we will get the sequence of prime numbers in case the choices are fair, i.e. no process 
will starve, or a prefix thereof in the other cases. For this example, the first part of 
Kahn’s principle is intuitively correct. How to prove this formally and in general? 
2. A nondeterministic transition system 
We will first give definitions of some of the concepts used in this article. 
2.1. Preliminaries 
l Let (V l )Var, (a, B, y l )Val, (e l )Exp and (b ~)Bexp be given sets. They are usually 
called the set of variables, the set of values, the set of expressions and the set of 
boolean expressions, respectively. A state is a function o : Var + Val. Let State be 
the set of all states. The notation a{/?/~} is used to denote a state equal to 0, except 
that now o(v) = /I. Two functions V : Exp + (State -+ Val) and B : Bexp + (State + 
{true, false}) are assumed to be available. 
l Let L be the language which contains the following statements: 
s ::= v := e ) skip 1 write(e) 1 read(v) 1 fork(u) ) s; s ) 
if b then s else s fi I while b do s od 
l Let (n, i, 5 ~)Val~ be the set of finite or infinite sequences of elements from Val. 
Such a sequence is called a stream. Let E be the empty stream and let rest(q) = q. 
For two streams 5 and i, let 5. c(= (0 be their concatenation. In case 5 is infinite, 
define 5. c = 5. We say 5 is a substream of [, denoted by t<[ if there is an q such 
that i = tJn. That means 5 is a prefix of [. We use 5 c [ if CJ is a postfix of c, i.e., 
there is a finite stream q such that [ = 15. 
l A process is a function P : State -+ (Val” -+ Val” ). 
l Let E denote termination. A resumption is recursively defined by 
r::=E(s:r, 
where s in L. Let Res be the set of all resumptions. 
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,I : t read(y) : E, {u = 1) t write(x) : E, {.x = 3. L’ = 0) C 
lo: + read(y):E,{o=l} LmE,C 
c: -I~,+~,* 
Fig. 2. Snapshots of a network at work 
2.2. Conjigurations 
We will use ‘configurations’ to describe snapshots of a network at work. Later we 
will define a nondeterministic transition system NT which models the basic steps a 
configuration can take in an execution. In Fig. 2, a box contains information of a 
process (a subprocess of the network) at a certain state. The state and the resumption 
which determine the process are written in the box. 
We begin with the situation shown in Fig. 2a. We allow 3 to be written without 
bothering whether it is needed by the next subprocess (Fig. 2b). To describe such 
situations by configurations, we need a buffer stream containing what is written and 
not yet used in the input channel of a subprocess. For consistency we also introduce a 
buffer stream for the first process from the right. Initially, this stream equals E. We can 
view this situation as if there is still another subprocess (the 0th subprocess) which 
contains hidden read- and write-statements. All it does, is to fetch the next element 
from the global input stream and to write it into the buffer of the first subprocess. The 
configurations we use to describe the stages of the transitions in NT corresponding to 
a, b, c in Fig. 2 are: 
a : (read(y) : E, {v = l}, a, (write(x) : E, {x = 3, u = 0}, a, 4 .5)) 
~:(read(y):E,{v=1},3,(E,{x=3,u=0},~,4~5)) 
c:(E,{y=3,v=l},~,(E,{x=3,v=O},~,4~5)) 
Since we will define a nondeterministic transition system, there is also a possible 
transition from a to the following configuration b’, caused by the 0-th subprocess: 
b’ : (read(y) : E, {o = l}, E, (write(x) : E, {x = 3, v = 0}, 4,5)) 
Definition 1. A configuration p is recursively defined as p ::= 5 1 (r, CT, q, p’), where r is 
a resumption, [, rj E Valm, o E State and p’ is a configuration. Let Config be the set of 
all configurations. A stream has nesting number 0. A configuration of nesting number 
n > 0 has the form 
2.3. A nondeterministic transition system NT for L 
A transition system is a relation --f on Config, i.e. + c Config x Config. We say 
there is a transition from p to p’ if (p, p’) E -+. A configuration p is called a terminal 
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if there is no p’ such that (p, p’) E --+. This is denoted by p + 8. A transition can be 
accompanied by a value (label) CI E Val, in which case we write p 5 p’ (if not, we 
write p --+ p’). We say a is the output of the transition. We define this relation by 
induction on the nesting number of configurations. The following transition system is 
based on the principle that every subprocess is a candidate to take the next step (cf. 
case 2 below). Thus, different executions are possible. 
(1) s+@ 
If p--f@‘, then (E,o,rl,p)+@ 
If p + 63, then (read(v) : r, CT, E, p) + @ 
(2) If p 5 P’, then (r, G, rl, P) + (r, 0, w P’) 
If p 4 P’, then (r, 0, r, P) -+ (r, 0, r, P’) 
(3) PC’ 5 i’ 
(4) ((u := e) : r, 0, SP) + b-, oUW), rl, P), where P = V(e)(a). 
(5 > Wip : r, 0, r, p) + (r, 0, YT P) 
(6) @WeI : r, 0, ~1, P) 3 (r, a, q, p) where p = V(e)(o) 
(7) (read(r) : r, g, h, p) + (6 ~{B/~), 4 P) 
(8) Cfor4v) : r, 0,9, p) + (6 o(W), 8, (r, o{Ol~), v,p)) 
(9) ((.~;~2):r,c~,yI,p) + (~1 :(s2 :r),o,v,p) 
(10) If B(b)(o), then (if b then sl else s2 fi : r, CT, v], p) + (SI : r, 6, q, p) 
If +(b)(a), then (if b then ~1 else s2 fi : r, a, q, p) + (~2 : r, o‘, q, p) 
(11) (while b do s od:r,o,q,p)+ 
(if b then S; while b do s od else skip fi: r, a, q,p) 
Example 1. The following is a possible transition sequence in NT: 
(write( 1) : (write(2) : E), 0, E, 3) L (write(2) : E, a, E, 3) -+ 
(write(2) : E, a, 3, E) 5 (E, a, 3, E) -+ @ 
2.4. Enabledness and computations 
Given a configuration p = (rm, CT,, q,,,, . . . , (c, oi, Vi, (. . . (rl,~l, ~1, C) . . .), the input 
stream [ is defined as the 0th subconfiguration. For i = 1,. . . ,m, we define the ith 
subconjiguration as (ri,ai,qi, (. . . (rl,ol,ql, c) . . .). Informally, we say that the (ri,oi) 
pair is the i-th subprocess of p. Here ri,oi and vi are called the resumption, state and 
bufSer of the i-th subprocess, respectively. The input stream can also be viewed as the 
buffer stream of the 0-th subprocess. The transition 
(. . Vi+l, (ri, gi, qi3 (. . .) . . .) + (. . . Vi+l, (4, ~~,?~, (. . .) . . .) 
is said to be determined or caused by the i-th subprocess. The i-th subprocess can 
cause a transition only if it is enabled. We define that the 0-th subprocess is enabled 
if the input stream is not empty. The i-th subprocess is enabled if one of the rules 
from (4) to (11) can be applied to (q,gi,qi,E). 
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If a subprocess is not enabled, then it is called disabled. For an initial configuration 
p, a maximal transition sequence is called a computation of p. With some abuse of 
notation (because there may be different computations starting from the same p), we 
will denote a typical computation starting in p by c(p), and we have 
Here ‘maximal’ means that either c(p) is infinite or the final configuration is a termi- 
nal. The transition from pn_i to pn is called the n-th step of the computation. p,, is 
called the n-th stage of the computation. The output stream of c(p) is the sequence 
of labels produced by c(p). In Example 1 above, we have a computation with 1.2 as 
output. Due to the nondeterminism, different transition sequences starting from p are 
possible. 
Consider a sequence p,,, n = 1,2,. . . of a computation c(p). Suppose some subprocess 
of p,, is enabled. If p,,, pn+l, . . . ,p,,+k involve only transitions caused by the other 
subprocesses, then this subprocess stays enabled in &,+k. We say a computation is fair 
if every enabled subprocess of pn will make a transition eventually. 
As we will prove later, all fair computations give the same maximal output. However, 
some unfair computations may deliver only a prefix of the maximal output. Consider, 
for instance, computations starting in 
p = (write( 1) : E, CT, E, (while true do skip od : E, CT, E)) 
If a computation involves an execution of write( 1 ), then the output stream will be 
nonempty. If every transition is caused by the first subprocess, then there will be no 
output at all. 
Because the leftmost subprocess is the only one that is able to deliver output to 
the outside world, it is essential that this subprocess should be treated in a fair way. 
However, also for inner subprocesses fairness is relevant, because the leftmost pro- 
cess might be blocked, waiting for input, which can be generated only by cooper- 
ation of the inner subprocesses. Consider, for instance, a pipeline of subprocesses 
where each process simply copies the input stream to its output stream. In that case 
the maximal output stream will only be delivered if all subprocesses are treated in a 
fair way. 
The proof of Kahn’s principle will be based on a comparison of an arbitrary com- 
putation by a canonical one in which processes are scheduled in a rigid right-to-left 
order, i.e. each process is allowed to take one step, after which its left neighbor may 
take its turn, cf. Section 4. An arbitrary fair computation can be seen as a more ir- 
regularly scheduled one. However, the fact that each subprocess of a fair computation 
will eventually get its turn will turn out to be sufficient to ensure that the same output 
will be generated as the one delivered by the canonical execution. 
In order to be able to analyze this we will introduce a graphical representation of 
computations in the next section. 
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3. The graph of one computation 
11 
Given a configuration p, there may be different transition sequences starting from it. 
We want to prove that different computations give essentially the same output stream. 
One may consider proving this by induction on the nesting number of p. However, 
this is difficult since we have dynamic networks, where the nesting number may in- 
crease during execution due to the fork-statements. To find the relation between the 
streams of labels produced by these different transition sequences, we first analyse 
how one such sequence is built up. To this end, we introduce in this section the 
notion of a graph of one computation. Later we will construct the graph of all com- 
putations, of which we will prove that it contains each individual computation as a 
subgraph. 
Example 2. We now present a computation and its graph (Fig. 3). In this graph Y,Y~ 
abbreviate some resumptions 
P = PO = (-d(y) : (for4o) : ~2 {>, 4%~) = (r, 0, aP, 7) + 
~2 = Vb4v) : 4 {u = a), Pr, 4 = (rl, {Y = a}, Pr, s) + 
In this graph, a subprocess is denoted by a rectangle (node) containing a resumption 
and a state. For every rectangle there is an identifier representing it. Node G symbolizes 
the input generator and node R symbolizes the output receiver. The I/O channels are 
represented by arrows from right to left. The label on such an arrow denotes the stream 
on the channel at a certain stage. We use the notation (&A) to denote the channel 
transitions 
Fig. 3. The graph of a computation. 
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from process A to process B and we use (B,A) = a/? to denote that its label is c@. 
The top-down edges represent transitions. The computation can be represented in the 
following way: 
p = pa is represented by the following path (right to left) from G to R: (R, B)(= E), 
(B,A)(= 40, (A, G)(= Y). 
pl is represented by the path (R,B)(= E), (B, C)(= c$y), (C, G)(=E). 
The transition leading to the new stage is caused by the 0-th subprocess. It moves 
y from the input stream to the buffer of the first subprocess. The edge from A to C 
represents this transition. 
p2 is represented by the path (R,D)(= E), (D, C)(= By), (C, G)(= E). The transition 
edge from B to D is caused by the read-statement in B. 
p3 is represented by the path (R,K)(= E), (K,H)(= E), (H, C)(= By), (C, G)(= E). This 
stage is caused by the fork-statement in D, so there are two transition edges from 
D, to H and to K. H is the mother, K is the daughter created by the fork. 
Notice that a path given above represents more than just a stage pi in a computation, 
because the label of the last arrow of a path is in fact the global output stream until 
this stage. This stream can be considered as the ‘buffer stream’ for the output receiver 
R, but this stream will never decrease in length. Thus, pi and the global output stream 
together constitute a generalized stage in this computation. Notice that we now use a 
single graph for different stages in one computation, so one channel may correspond 
to several arrows. For instance, different arrows to R always denote the global output 
channel at different points in time. On the other hand, one arrow can correspond to 
the contents of a channel in more than one stage, e.g. (C, G) occurs in both pt , p2 and 
~3. This computation transforms the initial input stream y = (A, G) into the final output 
stream that is empty. 
Now we give a general definition of the notion of the graph of one computation. In 
the graph of Example 2 we used A, B, C, etc. to identify nodes. In the general case we 
will use a Dewey like numbering system for this purpose. Nodes which are not the 
input generator or the output receiver and also not descendants of nodes representing 
the 0-th subprocess will be characterized not only by their identification numbers, but 
also by a resumption and a state. Such nodes will be represented by triples, for example 
[ 1, write(x) : E, {x = 2}]. Given a configuration p = (r, g, a, 5) and a computation c(p) we 
always have that the 0-th stage po equals p. 
Beginning of the graph - the 0th step (see Fig. 4): The rightmost node denotes 
the input generator and it has identification number - 1. The leftmost node denotes the 
output receiver and it has identification number 2. The interior nodes with identification 
number 0 and 1 are the roots of transition trees to be constructed. In node 1 we 
Fig. 4. Beginning of the graph. 
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Fig. 5. Extension of the graph caused by the 0-th subprocess. 
therefore add the initial resumption r and the initial state C, yielding [ 1, r, a]. The 
horizontal arrows (horizontal edges) in this stage, having E, E,( as labels respectively, 
are (2, I), (1,0) and (0, - 1). These horizontal arrows together form the horizontal path 
of PO. 
Extension of the graph - the (n + 1)th step: Suppose the graph is already drawn 
up to the nth stage 
pn = 0-,, pm3 Vm,. . . (ri,oi,qi,. . ., (rl,a~,vl,i). ..)). 
That means that all the horizontal paths representing po, pr , . . . , p,, are known. We define 
the extension of the graph by considering different cases for p,, + p,,+l 
Suppose p,, -+ p,,+l is caused by [ 5 i’. Then 
pn+l = (rm, urn, nm,. . . (rl, f-J~,d, i’) . . -), 
where qi =r~tp. Let p correspond to the O-node (i.e., it is connected to the input 
generator) in the horizontal path of p,, and suppose (q, p) exists. We extend the 
graph by adding a new node p0, a vertical connection from p to p0, and horizontal 
arrows (PO, - 1) = <’ and (q, p0) = vi. The horizontal path of pn+l is obtained by 
replacing (q, p) and (p, - 1) in the horizontal path of pn by (q, p0) and (PO, - 1) 
(see Fig. 5). 
Suppose p,, --+ pn+l is caused by the i-th subprocess where ri does not begin with 
a fork-statement. Let 
Pnfi = (. . . ,ri+l,~i+lrV:+*, (rI,c$rj,. . . (. . .). . .). 
If ri begins with a read-statement, hen ~II = rest(qi) (i.e. Y/i without the first element). 
If ri writes a value c(, then vi+, = qi+iE. In the other situations, vi and yi+t do not 
change. 
Let [p, ri, oi] be the corresponding node in pn and let (qz, p) = yi+l and (p, 41) 
= vi be the outgoing and incoming arrows in the horizontal path of p,,. We extend 
the graph by adding a new node [PO, r,!, ai] and a vertical connection and horizontal 
arrows in the following way (cf. Fig. 6): The horizontal path of p,,+l is obtained by 
replacing (q2, p) and (p, 41) in the horizontal path of pn by (qz, p0) and (PO, 41). 
Suppose pn 4 p,,+l is caused by a change of ri and ri begins with a fork-statement. 
Let pn+l = (. . . , (ri, ai, E, (ri, Oy, vi,. . . (. ..) . .)) (see Fig. 7). Let (qz, p) = qi+l and 
(p, 41) = vi be the horizontal arrows in pn. We extend the graph in the following 
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Fig. 6. Extension of the graph caused by a statement other than fork. 
Fig. 7. Extension of the graph caused by a fork-statement. 
way: We add two nodes coded by p0 and pl, two vertical connections from p to p0 
and pl, respectively. We add also horizontal arrows (q2,pl) =yi+l, (pl,pO) =E 
and (pO,ql) = vi. The horizontal path of pn+l is obtained by replacing (qz, p) and 
(p,ql) in the horizontal path of pn by (92, pl), (pl, p0) and (pO,ql). 
It is easy to see from the construction of the graph of a computation that every stage 
of this computation corresponds to a unique horizontal path from the input generator 
to the output receiver. The labels on the horizontal arrows are just the buffer streams. 
The above definitions can be easily generalized to c(p) where p has nesting number 
greater than 1. In this situation the output receiver is denoted by a number greater 
than 2. 
Example 3. Consider a computation c(p) as follows. Here cr = {x = 1, y = 2}, 
p = (write(x) : (write(y) : E), CJ, E, (write@ + y) : E, G, 1 . 2, E)) 
-!+ (write(y) : E, 0, E, (write(x + y) : E, CT, 1 .2, E)) 
+ (write(y) : E, G, 3, (E, CT, 1 . 2, E)) 
5 (4 023, (6 c~,l .2, E)) 
Let r = write(x) : (write(y) : E), rl = write(y) : E and r’ = write(x + y) : E. In Fig. 8 we 
show the computation graph of c(p). Notice that in this case node 2 is not the output 
receiver because the initial configuration has nesting number greater than one. 
Horizontal paths and trees in the graph of a computation. Consider the graph of 
a computation starting in p = (r, 6, E, [). For any node p, there is a tree with p as 
root such that for any node q in the tree there is a unique direct or indirect vertical 
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Fig. 8. Example of a computation graph 
Fig. 9. Some horizontal paths. 
connection from p to 4. The tree structure and a few horizontal paths in some graph 
are illustrated in Fig. 9. 
Terminology. We will use the terms father and son for two nodes between which a 
vertical connection exists. We will use the terms mother and daughter for two nodes 
connected by a horizontal arrow. If p is a node, then any q which contains the number 
sequence p as a prefix is called a descendant of p. In other words, q is in the tree 
rooted in p. We use qTp to denote this relation. A node p is a O-node if its number 
sequence begins with 0, i.e. there is a horizontal arrow from the input generator to p. 
4. The graph of all computations 
In this section we first define a canonical computation C(p). Then we use C(p) as 
the backbone to construct the graph of all computations C. 
The canonical computation C(p) begins with the transition caused by the 0-th sub- 
process if it is enabled. In the next steps, the transition are successively caused by 
the subprocesses from right to left (if they are enabled). After the transition caused 
by the leftmost subprocess we start anew with the 0-th subprocess. This procedure is 
repeated as often as possible. Example 2 described such a computation. The canonical 
computation C(p) corresponds to the computation defined by a very fair scheduler, 
which allows each subprocess, in a right-to-left fashion, to take one step. 
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Fig. 10. Construction and impression of the graph of all computations. 
The graph of all computations C is defined from C(p) as follows. Whenever the 
graph of C(p) is extended by a transition, in C many horizontal arrows will be added 
(including the arrows needed for the new stage of C(p)). For example, suppose p0 
is the newly constructed node. Then for every arrow (q, p) = v], already existing in 
C, a new (q, p0) is added. In general, this arrow will contain the stream 9 again. 
However, if node p begins with a statement writing a then we will have (q, p0) = ycr 
(see the leftmost picture of Fig. 10). Now suppose that q0 is the newly constructed 
node. Then, if q does not begin with a read-statement, for every arrow (q, p) = q, a new 
arrow (40, p) = q is added. If, on the other hand, q begins with a read-statement, then 
arrows (40, p) are only added if (q, p) = v] # E, and we define (40, p) = rest(~) (see 
the middle picture of Fig. 10). The rightmost picture of Fig. 10 gives an impression 
how the graph C usually looks like after a few nodes of C(p) are constructed. 
4.1. Constructing the canonical computation C(p) 
Let p = (r, (T, E, [). We now give a formal definition of the canonical computation 
C(p) serving as the basis for the graph of all computations. 
(1) We say the 0-th subprocess is ready to proceed. 
(2) Suppose we have arrived at the stage 
and suppose the i-th subprocess is ready to proceed. If this subprocess is enabled, 
then perform the transition caused by this subprocess which yields the next stage. 
If it is disabled, then do nothing. If i = m, then define that now the 0-th subprocess 
will be ready to proceed. If i <m and ri does not start with a fork, then we define 
that the (i + 1)-th subprocess is ready to proceed. If i <m and ri starts with a 
fork-statement, then we define that the (i + 2)-th subprocess is ready to proceed. 
(3) The computation terminates if no subprocess is enabled. 
4.2. An algorithm constructing the graph C of all computations 
The construction of C is based on the construction of the graph of C(p) as described 
in Section 4.1. This will be described below. Notice that among those new horizon- 
tal arrows the ones that would have been generated in the construction of C(p) are 
included. 
Start of the construction of C. We draw p as in C(p) (cf. Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 11. Beginning of C. 
Fig. 12. Extension of C in situation (1). 
Extension of the graph. Suppose we have constructed the graph C using the first n 
steps of C(p). We use now the (n + 1 )-th step of C(p) to construct the new node(s) 
and vertical connections. Then we add new horizontal arrows according to the different 




In the graph of C(p) a new O-node p0 is created. From the fact that this transition 
was enabled we infer that (p, - 1) = i = a[‘. Now we extend the graph as follows 
(cf. Fig. 12): 
Draw (PO, - 1) with label c’. For every horizontal arrow (q, p) we add a new hor- 
izontal arrow (q, PO). If (q, p) = q, then (q, p0) = r]a. Notice that the new arrows 
for C(p) are also added in this way. This step is depicted in the rightmost picture 
below. The leftmost picture sketches how two of the horizontal arrows and their 
labels are added. 
(See Fig. 13) In the graph of C(p) a new node [PO, r!, CT;] is created. Suppose its 
father is [p, ri, Oi] and suppose ri does not begin with a read- or write-statement. 
For every (p,ql), add a new arrow (pO,ql) with the same label. For every 
(qz, p), add a new arrow (qz, p0) with the same label. Thus, in Fig. 13, we 
have q = q’, 5 = 5’. If ri causes a value CI to be written, then for every arrow 
from or to p, we add a new arrow similar to the case above. However, now we 
define (qz, p0) = (qz, p)a. That means in the picture q = q’, tc( = 5’. If ri begins 
with a read-statement, then for every (qz, p) we add a new arrow (92, p0) with 
the same label. However, we now only add an arrow (PO, 41) if there exist an 
arrow (p,ql) # E. In that case we set (pO,ql)=$=rest((p,ql)). In Fig. 13 the 
left part gives the construction only in C(p), while the right one sketches the full 
construction. 
In the graph of C(p) two new nodes [PO, r, o{O/v}] and [pl, r, a{ l/v}] are added 
because the node p started with a fork-statement. First of all, the arrow (pl, p0) 
=E should be added. Furthermore, we add for every (qz, p) an arrow (92, pl). 
Also, for every (p, 41) we add (PO, 41). The corresponding labels are defined by 
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Fig. 13. Extension of C in situation (2). 
Fig. 14. Extension of C in situation (3). 
1, write(l) : (write( 
Fig. 15. A graph of all computations. 
(qz, ~1) = (q2, P) = 4 and (PO, 41) = (p, 41) = r. In Fig. 14 we only show how the 
arrows from and to some old nodes ql, q2 are added after the creation of p0, pl. 
Example 4. Let p = (write( 1) : (w&e(2) : E), CT, E, 3). Then C(p) : po -+ p1 -+ p2 + p3 
defined in the sequel can be used to construct the graph C of all computations: 
In Fig. 15 we have PO =p : (2, l), (l,O), (0, -1). The transition from node 0 to node 
00 generates the path of PI : (2, l), (l,OO), (00, -1). After the transition from node 1 
to node 10 the path p2 : (2, lo), (10, 00), (00, - 1) is added. However, in C we also 
add an arrow (10,O) = E based on the existing arrow ( 1,0) = E. The transition po + 
pi : (2, lo), (lO,O), (0, -1) will occur in computations other than C(p). The next step 
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in C(p) corresponds to the transition from node 10 to node 100, and yields the path of 
p3 : (2,100)) (100, 00)) (00, - 1). In C we also add the arrow (100,O) = E. Thus the path 
p: : (2, loo), (1WO), (0, -1) can again be used for other computations, for example, in 
PO + Pi + P: --f P3 + @. 
4.3. Horizontal paths in C 
In this subsection we will prove that the horizontal paths in C characterize all stages 
of all computations. A horizontalpath in C is a sequence of arrows (2, pm), (p,, pm-,), 
. . . (P2, PI)? (Pl> PO), (PO, -1) in the graph. Having proven this property we then will 
use the labels of output arrows (2, pm) to find the output streams of the computations. 
This will provide the basis for defining the operational semantics. 
Induction and proofs. In the sequel, we will often prove properties of nodes and 
paths by induction on the time of creation of the youngest node in C(p). This amounts 
to proving the desired property for a graph after adding new nodes and connections, 
from the induction hypothesis that this property holds for the graph just before the 
additions were made. 
Notice that the arrows in C are well defined by the construction of C, i.e. we have 
at most one arrow between two nodes and we have only one label on an arrow. We 
have to prove that the horizontal paths in C correspond exactly to the horizontal paths 
in the graphs of individual computations. The main technical complication in the proof 
is the case that in a particular computation an arrow (q0, p0) is derived from (40, p) 
because p takes a step in this computation, though (40, p0) in C has been derived from 
(q,pO). We the n h ave to prove that in both cases the labels on (PO, 40) agree. Only 
then we can say that C contains exactly all graphs of one computation as subgraphs 
thus establishing the first part of the Kahn principle. 
Lemma 1. Consider the graph of computations C of p. Suppose (q0, p0) exists. Then 
we have the following two properties. 
Case 1: rf (40, p) exists in C, then 
(1) if p begins with a statement which is not a write-statement then (40, p0) = 
(40, P)> 
(2) if p begins with writing CI, then (40, p0) = (q0, p)a. 
Case 2: If (q,pO) exists in C, then 
(1) if q does not begin with a read-statement, then (40, p0) = (q, PO), 
(2) ifq begins with a read-statement, then (q, p0) # E and (40, p0) =rest((q, PO)). 
Similar properties hold for a son of p which is of the form pl. 
Proof. Consider the graph corresponding only with configuration p which is the initial 
stage in the construction of C. There is at most one arrow from a node to its left 
neighbour and from its right neighbour. For this case the lemma is trivially true. Sup- 
pose these properties are true before some new node and new arrows are constructed. 
We want to prove they are still true after the creations. We check (2) of Case 1 
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Fig. 16. One situation of (2) in Case 1. 
I II 
Fig. 17. Two other situations of (2) in Case 1 
completely, distinguishing three cases, and then check (2) of Case 2 only for the 
situation where the transition from p to p0 does not involve a write. 
(See Fig. 16) Suppose (q0, p0) is constructed from (40, p). From the definition of 
the labels for the new arrows in the construction of C, we have (40, p0) = (q0, p)cc. 
(See I of Fig. 17) Suppose (q0, p0) is constructed from (q, p0) and suppose further- 
more that q does not start with a read-statement. Then (40, p0) = (q, p0) and q0 is 
constructed later than p0. We know (40, p) is constructed from (q, p) 
because q0 is constructed later than p. Let (q, p) = q. Then (40, p) = ‘1. By in- 
duction we know also (q, p0) = (q, p)a = ~a. This implies (40, p0) = (q, p0) = qcx = 
(402 Pb. 
(See II of Fig. 17) Suppose (40, p0) is constructed from (q, p0) and q starts with 
a read-statement: when q0 is constructed, (40, p) and (40, p0) are also constructed 
from (q, p) and (q, p0) respectively. Since q starts with a read-statement and (q0, p) 
exists, by the construction of C we have that (q, p) = /31 # E and that (q0, p) = u. 
On the other hand, by induction (q, p0) = (q, p)cc = fiqa. Thus, (q0, p0) = ~a by 
construction of C. 
Now we check the second statement in case 2 when the transition from p to p0 
does not involve a write-statement (see Fig. 18). If (40, p0) is constructed from 
(q, PO), then th’ is statement is true by the algorithm constructing C. Let us now 
consider the situation where (q0, p0) is constructed from (40, p), i.e. p0 is con- 
structed later than q0. We want to prove that (q, p0) # E and (40, p0) =rest 
((43 PO) 1. 
Since there is no writing in the transition from p to p0, we have (40, p0) = 
(40, p). Since p0 is constructed later than q, (q, p0) is constructed from (q, p). 
That means (q,p) exists and (q, p) = (q, PO). By induction, we know (q, p) # E, 
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Fig. 18. Some situation of (2) in Case 2. 
I II 
Fig. 19. Tree structures of some related nodes. 
(402 P) = r-N (43 P) ). s 0 we know (4, PO) # 8. From (qo, PO) = (44 P)= rest((q, P) ), 
we have (40, p0) = rest((q, PO)). 
Lemma 2. If (P, q) and (P, 4’) exist in C, then either qTq’ or q’Tq. A similar property 
holds for (q, P) and (q’, p). 
Proof. (see Fig. 19) We only prove the first assertion. At the beginning of the 
construction of C, there is at most one arrow to each node so this property is trivially 
true. We consider only the situation that p0 is the only new node created as the son of 
p. Suppose the property to be proven is true for all arrows (p, q) and (p, q’), before p0 
and the new connections are created. We have to check whether the property still holds 
for the new arrows to p0 as well as the new arrows from p0 to some old nodes p’. 
Consider (PO, q) and (PO, q’). The arrows have been created because (p, q) and 
(p,q’) already exist. By induction, the property qTq’ or q’Tq is true. Now consider a 
new arrow (p’, p0) to an old node p’. The existence of (p’, p0) implies the existence 
of (p’, p). We should compare q occurring in an old arrow (p’, q) with p0. From 
induction pTq or qTp. The first situation implies pOTq. The second situation implies 
p= q or p0 =q. Since p0 is the youngest node and q is an old node we have that 
p0 = q is impossible. Thus p =q and pOTq. 
Remark. Let p0 be the youngest node in a certain stage during the construction of C. 
Then (p’, p0) is lower than any other arrow going to p’, i.e., pOTq if (p’, q) exists. 
Similarly for (PO, p’). 
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Fig. 20. (p,q”) exists. 
Lemma 3. Let q’Tq. Iffor every node q” in the path from q to q’, (p, q”) exist, 
(p24’) 3 (P>4). Iff or every node q” in the path from q to q’, (q”, p) exists, 
(9’> P) c (42 P). 
then 
then 
Proof. We consider only (p, q) and (p, q’). Let go = q, . . . , qk = q’ be the nodes in 
the path from q to q’ such that qi is the father of qi+l. If p is not a real de- 
scendant of a node, i.e. p is in the initial configuration p, then there is only one 
way to construct (p, qi+l ), namely from (p, qi). Notice that anytime during the com- 
putation of C (step (2)) an arrow (p, qi+l ) is derived from an arrow (p, qi), we 
have (p,qi+l)=(P,qi) or (p,qi+l) = (p,qi)cl for some value a, i.e. we always have 
( p, qi) < ( p, qi+ 1). We therefore have ( p, q) Q (p, 41) < . . . < (p, qk) . On the other hand, 
if p is a descendant of some other node, then we can apply case 1 of Lemma 1 which 
guarantees that (p, qi) < (p, qi+l) for all i. Therefore, we also have (p, q) = (p, go) 
6(P,9l)G ... G(P,qk) = t&q’). 
Lemma 4. Let q’Tq. If (p, q) and (p, q’) exist in C, then for every node q” in the 
path from q to q’, (p, q”) exists. Similar relations hold for (q, p), (q’, p) and the path 
between q and q’. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of the path from q to q’. If this length 
is 0, then q = q’ = q” and the lemma is trivially true. Now suppose the lemma is true 
for paths with length n. We will prove that the lemma also holds for paths with length 
n + 1 (see Fig. 20). 
If q’ is constructed later than p, then (p, q’) is constructed from (p, q”) where q” 
is the father of q’. For the path from q to q” we have the property of the lemma by 
induction. Together with the existence of (p, q’) we have the property for the nodes 
in the whole path. 
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If p is constructed later than q’, then there are po = p, ~1,. . . , pk, pkfl where pi 
is the father of pi-1 for 1 <i<k + 1 and PO,... pk are all younger than q’ but pk+i 
is older than q’. A node p&i with this property must exist because all nodes in the 
initial configuration p are older than q’. It is clear that (pi, q’) is constructed from 
(pi+l,q’) for i=O,..., k. However, (&+I, q’) is constructed from (Pk+i, 4”) where q” 
is the father of q’ because pk+r is constructed earlier than q’. 
Since (~~4) exists and q is older than P= PO, pl,...,pk, (P,q), (Pl,q), . . . . (pk+l,q) 
exist by the construction of C. Because (pk+i, q) and (pk+l, q”) exist we know by in- 
duction that all (Pk+i, q) exist where q is any node on the path from q to q”. We will - 
now show that (p, 4”) must exist. If the transition from Pk+l to pk does not involve 
a read, then (pk, q”) surely can be constructed from (pk+l, 4”). If the transition from 
pk+i to pk does involve a read, we have (pkfi, q) # E from the existence of (pk, q). 
By Lemma 3 we knOW (pk+l, 4”) 2 (pk+l, q) # E. Thus (pk, 4”) can be constructed 
from (pk+i, 4”) # E. From Lemma 1 and the existence of (pk, 4”) and (pk, q) we can 
assume the existence of all (pk, q) where q is any node in the path from q to q”. 
In a similar way we can then prove the existence of (pk-1, 4”). This line of rea- 
soning can be carried on until we have proved the existence of (~0, q”) = (p, 4”). 
From the existence of (p, q”) and (p, q) using the induction hypothesis we have 
the lemma. 
Theorem 1. Let q’Tq in the graph C of all computations. 
l If (P, q) and (P, q’) exist, then ( p, q) d (p, 4’). 
l If (4, P) and (q’, P) exist, then (q’, p) c (q, p). 
Proof. Consider (p, q) and (p, q’) only. From Lemma 4 we know (p, q”) exist for all 
q” in the path from q to q’. From Lemma 3 we have the result. 
Theorem 2. Every horizontal path in C corresponds to a stage of a computation. 
Proof. We will show that the theorem holds for every subgraph of C during the 
construction of C. Whenever a new node and new edges are added to C, new horizontal 
paths are created. It is sufficient to prove the properties for these paths, using induction 
on the time of creation of the youngest node(s) in C(p). Initially, C contains only the 
horizontal path corresponding to p, i.e., the 0-th stage of all computations. Suppose all 
horizontal paths in the graph before the creation of the new node(s) correspond to a 
stage of some computation, We prove the induction step for two cases. 
l A new O-node p0 is constructed as the son of a O-node p. It is only necessary to 
consider a new horizontal path after this construction, a path which uses the new 
node p0. Let the new path be 
(2, Pm),(Pm, Pm-l),...,(Pl, PO),(PO,-1). 
The existence of (~1, p0) and (PO, - 1) implies the existence of (~1, p) and (p, - 1). 
Moreover from the fact that the construction of p0 was possible we have that 
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(P,-I)#& by th e a gorithm constructing C. Thus, we have an old horizontal path 1 
(pm,Pm-lj,...,(Pl,P),(P,-l) 
By induction, this corresponds to a stage p,, of some computation c(p): 
(ml, om, Vm,. . . (~l,fJI1yll,I)...) 
where [=(p,-I)# E and vi= ( pl , p). If [ = UC’, define 
Pn+l = (~m,Qmm,yIrn,~. + (rl~~l~~l~~i’) *. .) 
Then the transition sequence 
* 
P + pn+ pn+1+ ..’ 
is a computation with p,,+l as one of its stages. The given path corresponds to p,,+l. 
l A new node p0 is constructed from p and the first statement in p is a read- 
statement. Let a new path be 
(2, Pm), . * ’ 3 (pi+l~p~)~(P~~pi-l)~~~~~(PO~~~)~ 
The existence of (pi+i, p0) and (PO, pi-l) implies the existence of (pi+i) p) and 
(p, pi-l) #E. Thus, we have an old horizontal path 
(2, Pm), . f. 3 (pi+l~p)~(P~pi-l)~~~~~(PI~pO)~(PO~~l) 
By induction this corresponds to a stage pn of some computation c(p): 
( rm, urn, Vrn,. . .) Vi+l, (I;> ai, Vi, (. . .) * . .) 
where ni+i = (pi+1 , p) and ni = (p, pi-l) # E and I; begins with read. The result of 
this read is a new state r$ and a new buffer ri = rest(qi). Let the statement in p0 
be 5’ and let 
Pn+l = km, cm9 vlrn,. 1.7 Ylifl, (1;‘~ 49 Vi, (. . -) . . .). 
Then there is a transition p,, + pn+l and the transition sequence 
* 
P + Pn + Pn+l + ‘.. 
is a computation which has p,,+l as one of its stages. We still have to prove that the 
given path in C corresponds to pn+l. More specifically, we should prove that the 
state in node p0 in graph C is the same as o,!. According to the construction of the 
graph C, we use the first element of some (p, q) # E in C(p) to read from. Suppose 
reading from (p, q) transforms oi into oil’. Do we have 4 = ail’? (see Fig. 2 1). 
Apparently, we have two arrows to p, (p, q) and (p, pi-l), which are both non- 
empty. By Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 one arrow is a substream of the other. There- 
fore, they have the same value as the first element so which one we use to read 
from makes no difference. Thus we have the same new state. 
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constructed by read in G’(P) 
Fig. 21. Other computations produce the same state as C(p). 
C&+1 
I II 
Fig. 22. The existence of (q. ~0) and (pO,q). 
Now we want to establish that every stage of a computation has a horizontal path 
in C to represent it. To this end we first need to establish a lemma. 
Lemma 5. Consider the graph C of computations of p. Suppose p does not begin 
with a fork-statement and p0 exists. Then 
(1) Zf (q, p) exists, then (q, p0) exists. 
(2) Zf (p,q) exists and p does not begin with a read-statement, then (pO,q) exists. 
(3) Zf (p,q) exists and (p,q) #E and p begins with a read-statement, then (pO,q) 
exists. 
Suppose p begins with a fork statement and p0, pl exist. Then (pl, p0) = E exists. 
Furthermore, the existence of (q, p) implies the existence of (q, pl) and the existence 
of (p,q) implies the existence of (pO,q). 
Proof. We will prove (1) and (3), the rest being similar. 
Proof of (1) (see I of Fig. 22) If p0 is constructed later than q, then by the al- 
gorithm constructing C we have that (q, p0) is constructed from (q, p). Now suppose 
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q is constructed later than p0. Let q. = q, 41,. . . , qk,qk+l be a path where qi+t is the 
father of qi for i = 0,. . . , k such that 40,. . . , qk are constructed later than p0 but qk+l is 
constructed earlier than p0. Thus (qi, p) is constructed from (qi+r, p) for i = 0,. . . ,k. 
Since qk+l is constructed earlier than p0, (qk+l, p0) must have been constructed from 
(qk+l~ P). If @c+1 does not begin with a read statement, then (qk, p0) will be con- 
structed from (qk+l, PO). If qk+l begins with a read-statement, then (qk+l, p) # E be- 
cause (qk,p) is constructed from it. By using (qk+l,p) < (qk+l,pO) (Theorem 1) we 
know (qk, p0) will be constructed. Using similar arguments we can prove the existence 
of (qk-l,P~),~~~,(4l,p~),(4o,P~). 
Proof of (3) (see II of Fig. 22). Suppose p0 is constructed later than q, then the 
existence of (p, q) # E implies the existence of (PO, q). This follows from the algorithm 
constructing C. Now suppose p0 is constructed earlier than q. Since p begins with 
a read-statement, p0 must have been constructed by reading from some (p,q’) # E in 
C(p). This implies also p0 is constructed later than q’. Let qo = q, 41,. . . , qk, qk+l be a 
path such that qi+l is the father of qi for i = 1,. . . , k; 40,. . . , qk are constructed later than 
p0 and qk+l is constructed earlier than p0. Then (p, q) = (p, qo), . . . , (p, qk+l ) exist. 
Since both (p, qk+l) and (p, q’) exist, we have q’Tqk+l or qk+l Tq’. However, q’ can 
never be a real descendant of qk+r because qk iS a son of f&+1 and qk is constructed 
later than p0 which is again constructed later than q’. Thus, (p, qk+l ) > (p, q’) # E. 
Thus, (PO, qk+l) can be constructed from (p, qkfl) # E. Then we can construct step- 
wisely (P%qk),..., (Po,qO) =(Po,q). 
Theorem 3. Every stage of a computation can be found as a horizontal path in C. 
Proof. Let c(p) be any chosen computation. By induction on n we will prove that 
every stage p,, in c(p) corresponds to a horizontal path in C. So, suppose the nth stage 
p,, of c(p) corresponds to a horizontal path in C. We want to find a horizontal path 
in C corresponding with pn+t. Let 
Let p,,+l be caused by the ith subprocess. Suppose p,, is represented by the horizontal 
path 
We consider only two cases: r; begins with a write- or read-statement. 
l Suppose q begins with write. Consider the horizontal path of C(p) which passes 
p when p is constructed. In the next round from right to left in C(p), the write- 
statement in c in node p will enable the construction of a new node p0 of C(p). 
SO we have p0 in C. By Lemma 5 we can construct (pi+1 , p0) and (PO, pi_ 1). By 
Lemma 1 we have (pi+l, p0) = (pi+l, p)a and (PO, pi-l) = (p, pi-l). NOW consider 
Pn+l of c(p): 
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I II 
Fig. 23. The existence of p0. 
This stage of c(p) can be represented by 
(2, Pm), . . ’ 9 (pi+], PO), (PO, Pi-l),..., (PO,-l) 
Pi-l 
III 
because (pi+l, PO) = (pt+l, P)M and (PO, pi-l) = (P, pi-l). 
l If 6 begins with a read-statement, then (p, pi-l) # E. We want to prove the ex- 
istence of node p0 and a path passing p0 which represents p,,+i. Consider the 
moment that node p has been generated in the construction of C. At that moment 
a horizontal arrow (p, q) has been added to C which also appears in a stage in the 
computation C(p). Therefore, we have (p, q) and (p, pi-l) in C. We can infer that 
either qTpi-1 or pi-1 Tq from Lemma 2. We first consider the situations qTpi_1 (so 
that (p, pi-l) G (p, q) and thus (p, q) # E, cf. part I of Fig. 23) and pi_lTq where 
(p,q) # E (cf. II of Fig. 23). Now p0 will be constructed in C(p). We distinguish two 
cases. If in the next round of C(p) from right to left we can construct q’ as the son 
of q, then p0 will be constructed by reading from (p, q’) > (p, q) # E (cf. parts I and 
II of Fig. 23). If in the next round q is disabled, then p0 will be constructed reading 
from (p, q) (In parts I, II of Fig. 23 we should in such a case identify q with q’). 
If pi-1 Tq and if (p, q) = E, then in the path from q to pi-1 there will be a high- 
est node q’ such that (p, q’) # E. (cf. III of Fig. 23) Consider the nodes in the path 
between q and q’ and the arrows from these nodes to p : (p, q), . . . , (p, q’). All these 
arrows occur in stages of C(p). This can be inferred from the fact that p remains 
disabled until q’ appears and the fact that (p,q) occurs in some stage of C(p). The 
next node after constructing q’ will be p0 because (p, q’) # E. 
Since p0 can be constructed and (p, pi-l) # E, from Lemma 5 we can con- 
struct arrows (PO, pi-l) and (pi+i, PO). By Lemma 1 we have (PO, pi-l) = rest( (p, 
pi-l)) and (pi+l, PO) = (pi+l,p). NOW consider pn+l of c(p): 
kb+l = (rm, om, vm,. . . 3 ?i+l, ($7 0:~ ?I, (. . .) . . .) 
where qi = rest(q;). We can prove q’= q in the same way as we have done in the 
last part of Theorem 2. This stage of c(p) can be represented by 
(2, Pm), . . . ~(Pi+l~PO)~(PO~pi-1)~~~~~(pO~~~)~ 
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4.4. Operational semantics 
After the characterization of the horizontal paths in C, we will use the labels of 
output arrows (2, pm) to find the output streams of computations. For defining the 
operational semantics we are going to use the maximal output over all computa- 
tions. This definition makes sense because we will prove that the output streams 
of two computations have always the following relationship: one is a substream of 
another. 
Lemma 6. Let p be in some horizontal sequences p,, of c(p). Then every ancestor q 
of p is also in some computation stage pk, k<n of c(p). 
Proof. Suppose this is true for pn. For pn+l one or two new nodes are added. The old 
nodes are in pk, k<n. The new nodes are in p,,+l. 
Theorem 4. For any stage p,, of any computation c(p), the label of (2, p) in the 
horizontal path of p,, is the output stream of this computation to this stage. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. For po = p we have empty output. This is 
the same as the label (2,l). Let pn be represented by a horizontal path in C with 
the leftmost arrow (2, pm). By induction the label on (2, pm) equals the output stream 
of c(p) until p,,. It is only necessary to check the difference between (2, pm) and the 
leftmost arrow in the path of pn+l. 
l If the transition pn + p,,+l is caused by some i-th subconfiguration, i cm, then 
(2, pm) is still in the path of p,,+l. The output stream does not change either. 
l Let the transition from pn to p,,+l be caused by the resumption r in pm and let the 
son of pm be p. If r does not begin with a write-statement, then (2, p) = (2, pm). 
The output stream until pn+l also does not change. If r causes a value c( to be 
written, then CI is appended both to the output stream of c(p) and to (2, p). 
Corollary 1. Let c(p) be a computation and (2,~~) be the arrow in its n-th stage. 
Then output stream of c(p)= u,(2, pn), w ere n ranges over all the computation h 
steps of c(p). 
Corollary 2. Consider two computations c(p) and c’(p). Then the output stream of 
one of the two computations is a substream of the output stream of the other. 
Proof. We need only to compare lJ, (2, pn) and U, (2, qm) which are the output streams 
of c(p) and c’(p), respectively. By Lemma 2, for any n,m, either (2, pn) d (2,q,) or 
(2, pm) d (2, p,). Two cases should be considered: 
l For every n there is an m such that (2, pn) < (2,q,). In that case U,(2, pn) < 
U,(29qiJ. 
l For some n there is no m such that (2, pn) < (2, qm). In that case for every m we 
have (2,q,) d (2, ~4. Thus U,&q,) d U,(Z PJ. 
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Corollary 3. The computation C(p) yields the maximal output stream. 
Proof. Consider some c(p). The output stream of c(p) is U,(2, pn) for all p,, in 
the n-th stage of c(p). On the other hand, every p,, is a node in C(p) because C 
is constructed by using C(p). Thus, the output stream of C(p) is the union of all 
possible (2, p) in C. This shows that the output stream of C(p) is maximal over all 
computations. 
Theorem 5. Every fair computation delivers the maximal output stream. 
Proof. Let C’(p) be a fair computation. We want to prove that every node in C(p) 
is also a node in C’(p). It follows then from Corollary 2 that C’(p) delivers the same 
maximal output stream as C(p). Suppose some nodes in C(p) are not in C’(p) and 
p is the oldest such node. Then the father p’ of p must begin with a read-statement. 
When p is constructed, there must be a (p’, q) # E which is used for the reading in 
C(p). Node q is thus constructed earlier than p. By the assumption in the age of 
p, node q is also in the graph of C’(p). After the construction of q is p’ enabled. 
Also, for every node q’ such that q’Tq we have (p’, q’) 2 (p’, q) # E. By the fairness 
of C’(p), p will be a node in the graph of C’(p). This is a contradiction. 
Operational semantics. Let 0: L -+ Proc be defined as follows. For any s E L, 0 E 
State and [ E Val”, O(s)(a)([) = the maximal output stream of all computations of 
(8 : E,o,~,ij. 
4.5. All computations have the same length 
In this subsection we will show that all computations starting in the same config- 
uration take the same number of steps. Moreover, if they are finite then they reach 
precisely the same last stage. Thus they have the same output. 
Lemma 7. Let c(p) be some computation of p. Then c(p) is$nite @all computations 
are finite and the last stages of all computations are the same. 
Proof. Let the computation C(p) be po + p1 + . . . pn + . . . which may be finite 
or infinite. Suppose some computation c(p) is finite and let the last stage of c(p) be 
given by the sequence 
We want to prove that every node in this path has no children in C anymore. In other 
words, we reach also the end of C(p). Suppose nodes ~0,. . . pi-1 have no children in 
C (or C(p)) but pi has a child p. We claim that the transition which brings pi to 
p in C(p) can also induce a transition from the last stage of c(p), which leads to a 
contradiction. For i > 0, if the resumption of pi does not begin with read, then the tran- 
sition of c(p) is surely enabled. Suppose the resumption begin with a read-statement. 
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We now prove that (pi, pi-l) is not empty which will lead to a contradiction. Since 
pi must have been enabled during the construction of C there must be a node q such 
that (p,q) #E. Furthermore, pi-1 has no son in C SO (pi,q) <(pi,pi_l). This means 
(Pi, Pi-l) #E. S’ ‘1 imi ar arguments hold also for i = 0. The discussion above implies c(p) 
can go further than node pi. This is a contradiction. Since every stage of every com- 
putation is to be found in C, all other computations can be compared with C(p) in 
the same way. This proves that if one computation is finite then so are all the other 
ones and that they all reach the same final stage. 
Theorem 6. Given p, then all computations of p have the same length. 
Proof. We have seen from the last lemma that computations are either all finite or all 
(countable) infinite. If they are infinite then we say the length of the computations is 
co. Now we want to prove if the computations are finite then they take precisely the 
same number of steps. 
If C(p) is finite, then c(p) reaches also the same horizontal path in the last stage. 
From Lemma 6 all computations have passed the same nodes. Every step of the com- 
putation passes a new node or two new nodes, depending on the tree structure of C. If 
n is the number of nodes in the graph not including po and k is the number of nodes 
with two sons, then the total number of steps of an arbitrary computation is n - k. 
5. Conclusions and future work 
In this paper, we have defined a nondeterministic transition system for a language 
with which dynamic linear arrays of processes can be specified. For each computa- 
tion defined by the transition system, we can define a computation graph, in which 
the nodes are (snapshots of) processes, characterized by a state and the remainder 
of program still to be executed, and in which two kinds of connections exist, verti- 
cal and horizontal edges. The vertical edges correspond to the transitions caused by 
one process, the horizontal edges model the channels between the processes. Each 
‘horizontal path’, consisting of horizontal edges only, corresponds to an intermediate 
configuration in the computation. We showed that it was possible to define the ‘graph 
of all computations’ C, the horizontal paths of which correspond exactly with the set 
of all intermediate configurations of all computations. The construction of this graph 
was based on a canonical fair right-to-left computation C(p). Using this graph C of 
all computations we are able to prove that every fair computation delivers the max- 
imal output stream and every computation delivers a prefix of this maximal output 
stream. This establishes Part I of the Kahn principle, namely that linear dynamic Kahn 
networks are deterministic. 
It is natural to extend this research to Part II of the Kahn principle. In order 
to prove the second half of the Kahn principle, we have to show that this output 
stream equals the smallest solution of a system of equations to be derived from the 
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initial configuration. This smallest solution can be obtained from a suitably defined 
denotational semantics. We have done this [19] in the framework of metric spaces. In 
that article we need sometimes silent transitions with artificial output value r so that 
we can apply the Banach fixed point theorem. 
Several extensions of the results derived here come to mind. A natural idea is to 
study the general case introduced in [14], i.e. to allow processes to expand into arbitrary 
networks, and to allow feedback loops, (sequences of) channels starting from and 
arriving at the same node. Apart from notational inconveniences, we do not see many 
problems. The advantage of using linear arrays of processes is that the graph of all 
computations can be depicted as a two-dimensional structure. In the general case, a 
configuration, a snapshot of the system, will be a two-dimensional graph in itself. This 
means that the new ‘vertical edges’ should now be drawn in the third dimension, and 
therefore computation graphs will be three-dimensional. We expect that all our results 
will carry over to this general case. We would be very interested in hearing of such 
results by others. 
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